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Chad J Jones

What can I do for you?

— I am a Solution Architect and Account / Project Lead by background and have a demonstrated portfolio of delivering value to my Clients.  I am adept 
at the full project lifecycle of qualification, capture, proposal response and delivery – leading large scale projects across many industries in the federal 
and commercial space.  My ability to solution and assist clients in the area of supply chain and operations has led to significant accomplishments in 
this space.  I have built a reputation for my execution and delivery expertise and enabled these capabilities with my business development skills as a 
leader in strategy, capture and sales.  My ability to guide teams through this transformative set of stages has created a set of skills capable of 
achieving success at multiple levels.  My skills have been honed by my Industrial Engineering degree, CPIM, MRO and MBB Certifications along with 
30 years of experience in both small and large scale projects.  Project illustrations include operational transformation of Space Shuttle External Tank 
fabrication and assembly, infrastructure advancement of the US Army’s Acquisition Program and enterprise strategy and transformation of the USMC 
Supply Chain.

Engagement Experience

— I am the Global Government Supply Chain and Procurement Lead for KPMG.  This role includes integration across all Member Firms the go-to 
market strategy, client engagement, credential and qualification alignment and overall centralized approach in the Government space.  Additionally
responsibilities include positioning KPMG’s brand in the market through presentations and demonstrations of our Supply Chain capabilities in 
showcase events and symposiums.  Finally, the role includes account planning to ensure a targeted engagement plan for capture of key 
opportunities.

— I am the Supply Chain team lead for an extensive Warehouse Modernization transformation project across the USMC LOGCOM Command. I lead a 
diverse team of KPMG Federal, Lighthouse and Partner team members responsible for several aspects of warehouse modernization - Space 
Utilization:  Assessment of the warehouse location, ownership and proximity to other warehouses of “Like Functionality” to reduce the amount of 
travel and complexity; System and Technology Integration:  Implementation of key technologies to enable warehouse performance – Semi-automated 
Guided Vehicles, Autonomous Robots and narrow aisle storage; Voice to text recognition for receipt and issue functions; Process Enablement:  Lead 
with process to create a Visual Factory with a goal of advancing efficiency and effectiveness of operations.  I was responsible for developing the three 
year roadmap for the project and execution.

— I am the lead in KPMG’s Management Consulting Advisory Practice for the Supply Chain and Operations Service Network. This includes qualifying / 
capture, proposal response and execution / delivery in both Supply Chain and Operations. Additionally, I am responsible for integrating the Federal 
Supply Chain practice with KPMG global defense practice and innovating on new ”Go to Market” strategies for KPMG Clients.  Key accomplishments 
include a) Established a formal Service Network in Federal – growth of 12 to +50 team members; b) Established core capabilities for Supply Chain 
and Operations with supported Intellectual Capital and Marketing Material; c) Grew the Network footprint into DoD [Navy, USMC, USAF] and Civilian 
[USPS] and Health [FDA] and d) Established a Pipeline of Opportunities with year over year exponential growth .
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Recent Clients
― US Marine Corps
― Office of Personnel Management
― US Air Force
― General Services Administration
― US Postal Service
Education, licenses & certifications
― BS Industrial Engineering
― Active Top-Secret Clearance (Current)
― MRO Certification
― Master Black Belt Certification
― CPIM-APICS Certification
― PDS Tech - Advanced Facilitator Certification
Professional associations
― ASCM/APICS
― Institute of Industrial Engineers
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